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Abstract. We investigate the effects of unconventional monetary policy
on bank lending, using a bank-firm matched dataset in Japan from 1999 to 2015
by disentangling the different types of monetary policy measure shocks employed
by the Bank of Japan over the past 15 years. We find that a rise in the share of
the unconventional assets held by the Bank of Japan boosts lending to firms with
a lower distance-to-default ratio from banks with lower capital and a lower ratio of
government bond holdings, which implies that unconventional asset purchases by the
central bank stimulate lending through the bank’s risk-taking channel. In contrast
to the unconventional policy, we find that interest rate cuts stimulate lending to
risky firms from banks with higher capital and larger holdings of government bonds.
This finding suggests that the conventional monetary policy mainly works through
the banks’ balance sheet channel. Furthermore, the quantitative easing policy of
increasing the monetary base has less significant heterogeneous effects on bank lending
across banks with different risk profiles.
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